
Yorkshire League Div. 6                    Brighouse B 3 Hull B 17                          3rd Dec. 2017 

After two defeats we knew we were likely to have to play well against Hull B, having lost narrowly to 

Hull C last season. We had a strong team out...but unfortunately for us they had an even stronger 

one! 

The first round produced many swings but was fairly evenly matched, finishing on a deficit of 3 imps. 

Christine & Les's opponents failed to bid game on Board 2 (+10imps) but then they did the same on 

the next board (-11 imps). Chris failed to make 3NT on Board 4, made elsewhere but not bid by one 

opponent (-5 imps). Board 5 was even with 4S made twice and defeated by two tricks twice, but we 

gained 8 imps on the next board when Christine & Les were allowed to play in 2H+1 when Paul & 

Ingrid's opponents went for 4H-2 and both other tables saw 4C making the other way. We lost 8 imps 

on the final board of the round when Paul & Ingrid allowed their opponents to play in 2D+2 with 4C+1 

making their way on two other tables. 

Round 2 was unfortunately the first of two extremely disappointing rounds, our only plus scores being 

two boards of +1 each with all the other six boards lost. The worst was Board 10 when Paul & Ingrid 

chose 4S (-1) instead of 3NT and were doubled to boot (-13 imps). The same pair failed to bid game 

on Board 14 (-8 imps) and made a slightly misjudged sacrifice on Board 15 (-4 imps). We also lost 5 

imps on Board 12 with 3S not making on one table only. So -35 imps on the round for a half-time 

deficit of -38. 

After a nice tea complimented upon by our visitors we continued to suffer, mainly it must be said 

against Hull's star pair 1, Don & Alan, who bid and made three games which no other pair bid and 

made. These were on Boards 17, 20 and 21 with consequent deficits of -9, -14 and -14 imps again. 

On the latter two boards Paul & Ingrid unfortunately chose the wrong denomination each time. We 

lost another 14 imps on Board 23 when our two E-W pairs allowed their opponents to play in 4S-2 

when 12 tricks were available in Hearts the other way. This was difficult to assess after a 3S opener 

with opener's partner having four of the other six Spades out. Our two good boards were nos. 18 and 

19, with three plus scores on 18 and four on 19, when both Kevin & Chris and Paul & Ingrid made 

3S+1, our opponents going two or three tricks off in 4S. Another -34 imps to trail by 72 altogether. 

The final round started poorly with -9 imps on the first board, Hull's pair 1 making 3NT+2 when 4H and 

3S went off elsewhere, but picked up decidedly after that with +9 imps on both Boards 26 and 32. On 

the first, 4H and 5D both went three off whilst Christine & Les's opponents tried for 5C-1, and on 

Board 32 Paul & Ingrid were the only pair to bid and make game. One pair from each side made 

game on Board 31. The result was a 6-imp win on the round, reducing our overall deficit slightly to -66 

imps for a 17-3 thrashing!  

Despite this we can conclude that only one pair from the Hull team really outclassed us, the 

aforementioned pair 1, whose score was 4320 better than their equivalent pair. This was more than 

the total team deficit for the match of 4050 points. However, this third successive defeat leaves us at 

the bottom of the table needing a vast improvement in the New Year to try to avoid relegation. 

BRIGHOUSE B PAIRS 1st ROUND 2nd ROUIND 3rd ROUND 4th ROUND TOTAL 

Chris & Pauline +120 +560 +700 -710 +670 

Kevin & Chris -830 -760 -470 +70 -1990 

Christine & Les +130 +720 -940 -420 -510 

Paul & Ingrid +430 -2230 -1690 +1270 -2220 

BRIGHOUSE B PAIRS SLAMS MADE / CONCEDED GAMES MADE / CONCEDED  

Chris & Pauline 0 0 5 3  

Kevin & Chris 0 0 3 8  

Christine & Les 0 0 5 7  

Paul & Ingrid 0 0 4 6  

 



 


